The intelligent pet tag
Identified by QR Code
Created by Nom d’1 Chien
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Pet tag

+

free service
without subscription

Instant
activation
via Internet
Viewing on
smartphones by
simple scan.

Flash
Birth date: April 12th 1999
Breed: Jack Russell
Owner: Jacques RUSSELLES
Street: 7 avenue Général Champon
Poste-code and town: F-38000 GRENOBLE
Phone 1 : +33 438 37 00 00
Phone 2 : +33 438 37 11 11
Phone 3 :
---------------------------------------------------------------Vet: Clinic DUCHIEN
Town: Grenoble

Each coded tag is unique
Pet medical records and personal details
are accessible worlwide.
R

Technology evolves, so does Nom d'1 Chien.

A universal process for a unique pet tag
Thanks to the coded pet tag - a high-technology process - any lost or stray animal is quickly found.
Indeed, the information concerning your pet will never be out-of-date or incomplete.
You will avoid your pet being put in a pound and you will be reassured.

How does it work ?

Benefits

Each coded pet tag is unique: it is connected by its
engraving to a secure database completed only by the
owner of the animal.

An already engraved pet tag, available at your vet,
pet shop or groomer.
A free service without any subscription.
Update wherever you are and as often as you wish:

Any person who finds an animal wearing this coded tag is
invited to:
- connect to www.FlashTag.eu
and enter the code engraved ont the tag. (letters and/or figures)
or
- scan the QR code with a smartphone.
The animal's file appears on the screen which allows
contact with the owner.
This pet tag can be read worldwide.
Scanning a QR Code with a smartphone
is the fastest and most universal way to have
direct access to data.

- pet medical records, possible treatments,
- dietary specificities, allergies...
- owner's, vet's, groomer's contact details...

You alone decide the information that you wish to
appear on the screen.

High quality pet tags
Stainless steel 18/10 guaranteed.
Long-lasting laser engraving.
High-strength split ring supplied with the tag.

Optional engraving on the back.

Equip your animal today. Ensure its safety.
Full-scale
models
30 mm
25 mm
21 mm

EASY AND EFFICIENT
In order to protect your pet you must activate its
coded tag.
A web connection and an e-mail address are required.
Connect to the website: www.FlashTag.eu
and let us guide you.
If you don't have a computer you can entrust a friend
or a relative with the activation of your coded tag.
During the registration stage you will have to enter your
e-mail address and a password that you alone will
know. This password will later allow you to change
any necessary information throughout your pet's life.
It is not necessary to own a smartphone.

You own a smartphone and you want to download the application
in order to read all QR codes:
- with your mobile go to your applications store
(App Store, Android Market, etc...)
and download the compatible application.
- or, from your browser, download the free app directly from the
following websites:
(indicative and non-exhaustive list)
- www.get.neoreader.com
- www.i-nigma.mobi
- www.m.mobiltag.com
How to read a QR Code:
From your smartphone, launch the code recognition application
and point your phone's camera at the QR code, then the content of
the related information will instantly appear on your screen.

